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information presented in these Design Review Guidelines is believed to be accurate at the
time of publication. However, there may be future changes to the applicable laws, regulations, or
policies that are not reflected in this document. The enabling legislation for Design Review can
be found in Chapter 157 of the Norwalk Codified Ordinances. In the event of any doubt or
dispute, the provisions of applicable law will have control over these Guidelines.
A11

The Architectural Review Board wishes to express its thanks to Main Street Elyria
which was grocious enough to allow much of the materials in these guidelines to be
copied solely for the use of the City of lVorwalk. Any use of these guidelines for
other purposes may only be permitted by the Main Street Elyria Board of Directors.
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MISSION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL REYIEW BOARD & APPLICATION PROCESS

In order to recognize and preserve the distinctive historical and architectural character of this
community u,hich has been greatly influenced by the architecture of an earlier period in our
history, an architectural district has been defined within the City of Norwalk.

Norwalk's Architectural District includes all lots that &ont on the area of Main Street,
commencing at Case Street/Church Street and extending to Foster Street; and on
Whittlesey Avenue/Benedict Avenue, commencing at Ohio Street/Railroad Avenue and extending
to Water Street. (Ord .95-130)

Guidelines have been established by the Architectural Review Board for use in the Architectural
District in order to maintain a high character of community developmenf, to protect and preserve
the property values, and to protect real estate from impairment or destruction of value for the
general^community welfare. It is the purpose of these guidelines to recognize and preserv'e the
distinctive historical and architectural character of this community which has been greatly
influenced by the architecture of an earlier period in this community's history.

The Architecturai Review Board ensures these purposes are served by the review of exterior
design, use of materials, the finish grade line, landscaping and orientation of all structures altered,
constructed, reconstructed, erected, or enlarged in the dehned architectural district.
Businesses within the Architectural District must apply for a Certificate of Appropriateness from
the Architectural Review tsoard for the following activities:

new construction, except for I,2, and 3 family dwellings'
Additions, alterations, or renovations to an existing building site or landscape (other than
!,2, and 3 family building projects) that affect the exterior appearance of a building or
site, including but not limited to new or existing signs, color changes, parking area
modifications and site lighting alterations.

1. All

2.

The Board of Architectural Review does not need to review the following activities:

1.

Ordinary maintenance or repairs to an existing building or site provided such work
involves no change in the materials, design, dimensions, texture, color, or outer
appearance.

2.

3.

Interior alterations.
1,2, and 3 family building projects.

If you are unsure lf you need to go before the Architectural Review Board, please
"Rlquest for Determination" and present it to the Norwalk Zoning Office at City Hall.

fiil

out

a

Applications for a Request for Determination or Certificate of Appropriateness can be obtained
from the Mayor's Offiie in Norwalk City Hall, the Norwalk Area Chamber of Commerce, or the
Main Street Norwalk Association. These forms are also included in these guidelines or can be
dor.lnloaded from the City of Norwalk w'ebsite at wurv.nomaikoh.com. Once the application has
been completed, it should be submitted to the Mayor's Offtce in Norwalk City Hall. The
application will be forwarded to the Architectural Review Board. Meetings are held on the
second Monday of each month and applications must be received ten days prior to the meeting
date. You will be notified by mail of the date and time of the hearing.
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MAP OF ARCHITECTURAL DISTzuCT
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DESIGN GTIIDELINES FOR EXISTING COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Treatment of exterior materials during maintenance or rehabilitation work can affect both the
appearance and the long-tenn preservation of a building. For historic masonry and wood, there
are certain practices that should be followed, and others that should be avoided. Abrasive
cleaning such as sandblasting, for example, can be very destructive for soft 19th century
brick and should always be avoided. Use of contemporary masonry, wood, or
replacement siding materials can have a strong visual effect and should generally be
avoided on older buildings.
MASONRY
Consider

1. Using the least

aggressive method possible w'hen
cleaning masonry, especially 19tl century Uti.t and soft
stone such as sandstone or limestone. Try plain water
or a mild detergent.
2. Keeping wash water pressure at or below 300 pounds per
square inch, especially when cleaning soft 19th century
brick or any stone such as limestone or sandstone.
Restored original masonry & stone
3. Trying chemical cleaners if water or detergents are
not effective. Ahvays test a cleaner in an unobtrusive
location to be sure it is effective and does not cause damage.
4. Re-pointing masonry only when it actually needs it - when mortar is missing, loose,
or eroding away. Often a building can be spot-pointed rather than completeiy re-pointed.
Be sure your mason understands older masonry and uses a re-pointing mortar formulated
for your particular mason-ry. In general, no more than two parts of cement (by volume)
should be used in re-pointing mortar, to avoid making it too hard. Mortar color, texture
and joint tooling should match that elsewhere on the building.
5. Keeping paint on masoruy buildings that have already been
painted. Masonry buildings and some of their components
were sometimes painted in the past, to achieve certain
color combinations, hide unsightly masonry, or prevent
excessive weathering. It is very difficult to remove paint
completely from masonry, and often the masonry is
damaged when paint removal efforts are too aggressive. It is
better to leave painted masonry painted, and to re-paint it as
necessary w-hen the paint weathers or peels.
Painted masonry with historic color scheme

Auoid

1.

2.
3.

Muriatic/hydrochloric acid cleaners, which can stain or dissolve brick and some stone.
Sandblasting or other abrasive cleaning methods.
Trying to get a building too clean. It is very hard to remove all of the dirt, and too much
Bi"t can give a building an artificial scrubbed look.

Prohibited

1. The use of 'Dryvit' and other similar products over existing surfaces.
2. Painting unpainted masonry. Its color and its sometimes \,'eathered

surface are part of a
building's history and should be left intact. In addition, painting can sometimes trap
moisture and cause masonry deterioration.
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STOREFRONT ELEMENTS AND DESIGN
Storefront display u'indows are the front doors of a downto\\rr commercial district. Their main
purpose is to display the items for sale in a store, but they also are very important in
determining how people experience, enjoy, and feel about the district. The nearly continuous
storefront display windows provide a series of views or scenes that connect the street with the
interior of each commercial establishment. If they are ll,ell done and maintained, they
make a walk through the area interesting and enjoyable. If storefront windows are blocked up, if
the glass and display space are dusty and ill-kept, or if there are gaps in the streetscape
with no storefronts, the effect is much less enjoyable.
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Historic storefront u'ith wood trim and columns

Consider

1. Keeping and repairing historic storefront

elements such as bulkheads, wood or
metal trim or window hardware, and transom windows. Such elements are part of
the fabric of the central business district and contribute to its character and high

2.

visual quality.
Observing the sizes and proportions

storefronts

of older storefronts when planning any new
ones. They should, for example, have

or renovations of existing

bulkheads, display windows, and transoms similar to those commonly used in the past.

3. Making
4.

sure that the storefront fits within the original storefront opening that is
defined by end piers or columns and horizontal members.
Leaving piers or columns exposed rather than covering them with new materials.

Avoid
1.

Covering up, removing, or
downsizing storefront display
windows. Avoid making the
storefront look like a residence or
office through the use of small or

multi-paned rvindows. If
necessary, folding screens, blinds,
or drapes can provide privacy.

2. Using anything but traditional
materials when storefronts ate
rehabilitated or reconstructed in
older buildings. Bulkheads should

Srrought iron storeftont detail
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Storefront Elements and Design Avoid cont'd

be of paneled wood for 19th centur)' buildings: uood is aiso appropriate for early
20th century buildings, but ceramic tile uas sometimes used, especially in the 1920s.
Brick and stucco were not typicaill'used in the bulkhead area. Display windows
usually were supported by fairly light uood or metal framing systems, leaving a
maximum of glass area. Heavy wood framin-s or masonn' materials were not typically
used in the display windows. Transom uindous \\-ere commonly framed in w-ood or
metal. The glass was usually clear, to transmit maximum natural light into the store.
Prohibited
1. Removing colurnns, panels, or ornamentation that are original storefront elements.
These must be retained and repaired or repiaced.
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Historic storefront elements on Main Street around the turn of the century

DOORS AND E\TRIES

Commercial building entrances

of

the

19th and early z}'h centuries were

usually incorporated into the storefronts.
They generally blended in with the
storefronts rather than standing out as
distinctive features. Sometimes these
entrances were placed symmetrically and
sometimes not; upper floor entrances
often u,ere placed toward the end of the
storefront, but sometimes they were

centered

in' the- facade, between two

separate storefronts. Entrance doors
sometime had glazing and sometimes
didn't. Doors into store space usually
Historic entryu'aY
were glazed, often for nearly their full
did not
height as a means of providing still more natural light. Entrances to upper floors often
the
using
those
for
privacy
provided
that
haJ.- glazing but *-eie simplJ paneled wood doors
rvere
Doors
stairsfsom.ii*", they did have both glazing and a transom to light the stairway.
usuallv oainted ratheithan stained and varnished; painted finishes tended to last longer. Even so,
,"*. .irfv 20th century commercial building doors were stained and vamished, particularly
when they were recessed and protected from the weather.
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Consider

l-

Retainirrg and repairing older commercial
buitding doors. Often all that is needed is a
good coat of paint. A qualified carpenter

should be able to replace deteriorated

Historic entT and doors

elements without having to throw out the entire
door.
2. Duplicating the original design and materials
as closely as possible when a door is
extensively deteriorated and must be replaced.
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3. Using traditional and appropriate
wood doors for the traditional
storefronts. In cases where a
aluminum-and-glass
modern
substituted for
been
storefront. has
an old one, a standard aluminumand-glass door maY be comPatible.
.Choose a -dark enamel rather than a
brushed metallic finish'
4. Keeping painted doors painted rather
than using a stairVvamish finish.
Stained and varnished doors usually
were found onlY on earlY 2}tn
century buildings, most often in
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recessed dooru,'aYs.
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Doors and Entries contrd

Avoid
1.

Removing or covering the glazing typical o
Glazed areas in existing doors should be kept at their full size. New or
replacement doors should have glazrng similar to the original. If your building has
transoms over its entrance doors, they should be retained and kepi glazed to pr6vide
natural light for the interior.

2. Installing ornate

carved or paneled doors with excessive ornamentation. Keep
commercial doors very simple in design, unless historical evidence indicates a more
decorative design is appropriate. Flush doors are generally not recommended. Avoid
adding false historic elements to a door, such as crossbu-ck doors, wood pediments,
ornate grilles, or novelty windows and moldings.
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CANOPIES

A\D A\\\I]{GS
Storefront awnings provided a sheltered
area on the sidewalk so shoppers could get
out of the rain or avoid the hot sun, and they
helped keep the building's interior cool in
the summer. Often the awnings provided
an almost continuous sheltered pathway
along a street. Fabric coverings often were
in a striped pattem and usually were
finished in colors compatible with those of
the building. The front edges of the awnings
often were scalloped. Upper floor awnings
usually were similar to the awning used on
the storefront.
Storefront aunings usually u,ere mounted
on retractable metal pipe frames, enabling
the merchant to raise and lower the
aw-ning as needed. Upper floor awnings
typically u,ere fixed in place and were

Traditional roll up awning

removed during winter months. They
usually could be drawn up during bad weather to avoid rvind
damage. On both storefronts and upper floors, awnings typically
were

flat and sloped dow:rward from an attachment point between

the display and the transom windows or, on upper floors, at the very
top of the window. Some had triangular end panels and others did
not. Rounded aw-nings saw some use, but usually only in roundarched openings. Fixed wood or metal awnings or canopies are a
fairly recent development and were not typical of the 19ft and early
2Ofttenturies.
Consider
1. Retaining and repairing any surviving historic awning hardware
such as retractable frarnes. These often only need lubrication
and adjustment in order to work properly. New hardu'are that works in a similar manner
can also be found.
Maintaining fabric awnings on a regular basis. Small tears should be repaired before they
grow larger; the awning should not be stored w-hen wet; and the awning should be washed

ditional entr5r,r,ay

2.

canopy

once a year.

3.

4.
5.

Replacing non-historic fixed canopies with fabric
awnings that would be more compatible with the
central business district' s historic character.
Thinking carefully about materials, color, pattern,
shape, placement, size, number and signage if you
plan to add an awning to your building.
Using awnings made of materials that duplicate the
appearance of traditional heavy canvas. Modern
materials help to avoid or slow down the process
of staining, mildewing, fading, and rotting.

Au'nine u'ith signage
11
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Canopies and Awnings Consider cont'd

6.

Using a separate awning for each r,lindou and door opening. rather than a single ar,ming
across an entke facade. Separate awrrings are tlpical of historic practice.

Avoid

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

,

Using awning materials with a glossy or shin,v plastic surface. The fabric should have a
matte surface like traditional canvas.
Avoid awning pattems that are too busy, and avoid using too many colors. A solid color
awning or one with two colors in altemating stripes rz''as typical of historic practice.
Using rounded or bullnose awnings, since they were not generally used historically. They
may, however, be appropriately used in round-arched openings.
Using awnings that are too large to fit rvithin the storefront window or door opening and
that obscure architectural details. Awnings that are the wrong size or rnidth for the
storefront should not be used.
Placing awnings lower than seven feet above the sidewalk. The angle of the awning should
be close to 45 degrees, w-hich will help to give the awning an appropriate and historically
correct amorurt of projection from the face of the building.
Illuminating or backlighting awnings, q,-hich is not an appropriate treatment for a
traditional downtown. Awnings can be used effectively for signage as long as the design
and message are kept as simple as possible. The valence rather than the sloping surface of the
dwrring is the preferred location for any signage.
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UPPER FLOOR

\\NDOWS

The upper floors of 19th and 20th century
commercial buildings were compatible with the
street-level main floors, even though they looked
different and served a different function, often as
office, residential, or fraternal lodge spaces. Upper
floor windows usually were residential in size, and
their spacing usually matched that of major
storefront elements on the first floor. Window
openings sometimes were simple rectangles, but
often they had ornamental elements. These might

be as simple as dn aiched motif made of

I
I

as ornate as pressed sheet metal hoodmolds. Upper
floor windows often had one-over-one double-hung

T

projecting bricks or a plain flat stone lintel or

Original upper floor windora's

sashes.

Consider
1. Repairing and retaining original upper floor u,indows,
because they are important to a building's overall
architectural design. They should be replaced only if
they truly are beyond repair.
2. Replacing deteriorated windows w"ith new ones that
duplicate the design and materials of the originals as
closely as possible. Window manufacturers produce
high quality windows with true through-the-glass Originai restored upper floor windows
mullions at reasonable prices, but a simple one-overone design is the most appropriate and least expensive.
3. Improving energy efficiency by adding interior
or exterior storm windows to existing n'indows.
Some window manufacturers also provide
interior energy panels that have a minimal effect
on the appearance of the window. Aluminum
storm windows come in a variety of colors that
can be matched to the color of the window trim;
they can also be painted. The stonn windou,,s
should fit exactly. The meeting rails at the
center of both windows should line up.

Avoid

1.

Original restored upper floor windou,s

I
I
I

Using stick-on or sandwiched mullions to create
a multi-paned look for a window. These usually
are not very convincing and give the building a
false look. A simple one-over-one design is
preferred.
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Upper Floor Windows cont,d

Prohibited
1. Altering upper floor window openings. Bricking in openi
accommodate lowered ceilings or smaller replacement *indows has a significant adverse
effect on the design of the entire buildings. Replacement uindows should fill the original
size of each opening; lowered ceilings should have a soffit at each window that aliows
retention of the fulIwindow height and keeps the ceiling from cutting across the window.
2. Removing or altering window opening trim and ornamentation. Like the windows
themselves, these elements arepart of the building's design. Deteriorated elements should
be repaired or replaced in kind. For extensively deteriorated details such as hoodmolds,

3.

replacement materials such as fiberglass may be appropriate.
The use of mill finish or white storm windows.
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CORNICES ^T\ D P.{R.{PETS

!

commercial buildings from the 19ft and early 20fr centuries
commonly had some sorr of terminating treatment at the
top of
the main facade. usualh' a projecting cornice. Another
corlmon
treatment was the use of a parapet wail, a section
of warl rising
above the roof to gi'e an impression of greater height.
Some
parapet walls terminated in a projecting cornice.- cornices

usually employed some
combination of
panels,

projecting brackets,

I

I

I

Wood cornice detail

and

horizontal elements. They could be extremely ornate,
or as
simple as a few projecting corrses of brick. wtrite
,o-. o*u,u

Comice used as parapei

cornices used stone elements, by far the most common
materials
were wood and pressed sheet metal intended to resemble
cut and
carved stone.

Consider
l. Keeping and maintainirrg t aditional co^ices
and parapets, which were important pafts of the
building's design.

2. Paying close attention to cornices and
parapets because they are exposed to the
weather and can deteriorate easily. painted
elements must be kept ivell painted, and
you should watch for signs of excessive
moisture, such as failing mortar. rust stains,
grow-th of moss or mildew, and stains or
salt deposits resulting from excessive water

Wood comice detail

accumulation.

3. Doing

repairs right aw-ay when you spot
deterioration. Watch for 1oose elements
that need to be re-attached. Sheet metal
cornices are fairly easy to repair, and
patches of like material can be riveted or
soldered on. Nerv replacement parts can
even be found in some building catalogues.

Comice detail

Avoid

L

Removing cornices and Io
lower-quality brick behind a comice, and the -rupporting
wood outriggers are usually set
into pockets that become visible if a conrice is-iemov.d. p*up.,,
i?.n have flashing
matbrials that are tied into the building's roof, and disturbing
these can lead to

problems.

moisture
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SIGNAGE
Signs are essential in any commercial district. and the histon of commercial signage is long and
varied. The design. placement, and number of si-e-ns can har-e a significant impact upon the
appearance and character of a downtown area. The Ciq' of Norwalk Zoning Department can
assist you in finding out about city signage reguiations. ln addition to legal requirements,
however, there are several design considerations to keep in mind u,hen planning commercial
signage.

Consider
i. Using as little signage as necessary to
get )'our message across. A few welldesigned'smailer signs can have a
much
more positive impact than
;:1-Gi::
.;:: r!'
large and garish ones.
2. Designing signs to fit the scale of
the downtown area and the
building on which they are located"
Try to use already existing
signboard areas on your storefront.
3. Orienting signs toward both
pedestrians and cars. The whole
idea of signage is to make it easy
for people to find a business. Make
Historic Signage
signs easy to read, both from the
street and from the sidewalk.
4. Using appropriate materials and colors for signage. Try traditional materials such as
painted wood and traditional lighting such as incandescent gooseneck fixtures. Colors
should blend with those of the storefront and building where the sign is mounted.

Prohibited
1. Using inappropriate materials and designs, such as interior-lighted plastic signs.
2. Removing historic signage that is parl of the building's character.
3. Obseuring storefronts or upper floor windows rvith large signs.
4. Using plastics, flashing lights, or inappropriate colors such as fluorescent greens and
oranges.

5. Use of neon signage.
BUILDING AND S1GN COLORS
Exterior colors shall be of low reflectance, subtle, neutral or earth tone colors. The use of
high intensity colors such as black, neon, metallic or florescent for the facade andlor roof of
the building are discouraged except as appro\;ed for building trim. Consider the use of
darker colors for window frames and mullions. Backlit illuminated signs are not allorved.
Color charts of acceptable choices are available from Noru'alk City Hall, 38 Whittlesey Avenue,
(419) 663-6700 or Main Street Norwalk, i0 W. Main Street. (419) 660-8696, upon request.

r6

LIGHTING AND FLAG POLES

1.

T

Site lighting shail be shielded and directed down onto the site and not shine or glare
onto adjacent property or streets. Light poles and./or fixtures and flagpoles shall not
exceed 25 feet in height.

2. Building illumination is highly

encouraged. Lighting of entire facades
architectural features such as entrances, towers, etc. are some possibilities.

T

or specific

T

PARKING

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Locate and design parking areas, which maintain the visual continuity of the street so that
they do not create vacant space in the pattern of the street. Allow for both pedestrian and
vehicular circulation, and provide for a functional relationship of parking to the principal
building(s) on the site.
Avoid placing parking lots on comers because the goal is to have buildings be the dominant
feature on the comer lots.
Minimize the apparent width of parking lots, which are located adjacent to the street by
minimizing curb cuts, and t}rough landscaping and screening.
Maintain the building line by screening parking lots that abut the street. Hedges, fences,
raised planters, and low walls combined with plantings are possible solutions. However,
these cannot obscure vehicular sight lines as a safety requisite. ln some cases, perhaps the
facade of a building can be retained, with parking located behind it.
New curb cuts are not allowed.
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SECURITY ELEMENTS

T

Any business must be concerned with security and with protection from vandalism. At the same
time, it is important to use security measures that do not adversely affect the visual quality
and character of the downtown area. Another consideration is trying to avoid making it toot ttl
there is a greater security problem than there really is. Too much security
s.rd the wrong

I
I

message.

"u,

Consider
1. Trying better locks and lighting before installing barriers such as screens *A gritt.t
2. Installing electronic security systems, with small but easily seen stickers that send a message
that the property is being monitored.

Avaid

1.

Exterior screens and grilles that are visible from the exterior.

Prohibited

1.

2.

Excessive seburity lighting beyond what is truly needed.
Giving the building a fortress look that gives the impression the area is unsafe.
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DESIG\ GLIDELT\ ES FOR \ E\\- CO\STRLCTIO\
Design Guidelines to applr-to:
o All new building construction.
. All new parkin,e lots.
. All outdoor storage and displal-areas.
. AIl new signage.

It may also be helpful to refer to the design
-quidelines for existing commercial buildings
for examples and recommendations fo. th.-i."ri-;;;f;*icular
building components, such

storefronts, windows, cornices, etc.

as

BUILDING LOCATION AND ORIENTATIOT{
New buildings shall have at least one principal
buitding entrance oriented toward the
primary frontage property line.
BUILDING SETBACK
Buildings are encouraged to have a zero-setback.
Existing setbacks may be used for
landscaping or community amenities.
PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS
Walkways from the Sidewalk to Building
Entrances
1' A continuous pedestrian walkyry-rirriiile provided
from the prirnary frontage
sidewalk for pedestrians to access buiiaing
..rtruni...
2'
shall incorporate a mix of landscaping, benches,
and other landscape

*::,Xlfwav
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Wallrways from parking Areas to Building
Entrances
1' The walkways shall be designea toi.pu*t" plpr. from
moving vehicles as much as
possible.
2' The walkways shall be distinguished from the parking and driving
areas by use of any of
the following materialt' tp".iul pavers, bricks,
iaised elevation oi scored concrete. other
materials may be used if they ar-e appropriate
to the overall design of the site and building
and acceptable to the review authoiity.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
AREAS
Mechanical equipment and service areas shall
be screened with visual barriers from adjacent
properties' public roadways, parks,
or other public *.u.. it" architectural design
of the building
shall incorporate design features which screen,
contain and conceal all heating, ventilation,
air
conditioning units, trash enclosures, dumpsters,
roading

d".;r;;;.i"r.. ,Jll.

BUILDING DESIGN.
Exterior Building Design

1'

Buildings with. exterior walls greater than
50 feet in horizontal length shall be constructed
using a combination of architectural features
and a variety of building materials and
landscaping near the walls. walls the can
be vieued r.o.n puuti. ,tr""t, ,rrurl
be designed
using architectural features and landscaping (abutrinslre
uuijaingj r", ,ij."r,
50Yo of the wall length. other walls
shall;;";;; architectur"al features and landscaping
for at least 30% of the wall length.
18
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Exterior Building Design cont'd

2.

3.

4.

Architectural features include, but are not limited to the foilowing: recesses, projections.
cornices, u.all insets, arcades, window display areas, awnings, balconies, window
projections, landscape structures or other features that complement the design intent of the
structure and are acceptable to the review authority.
The design of buildings should be such that they are s;nrrpathetic to adjacent buildings' scale
and level of detail.
The first floor of buitdings facing primary streets should utilize as much glass as possible to
encourage display and a sense of openness to the pedestrian.

Building Materials
The predominant building materials should be materials that ars characteristic of the central
business district such as brick, stone and./or glass products. Other materials such as
split-faced concrete block or pre-fabricated steel panels should only be used as
accents and not dominate the building exterior of the structure. The use of plyw'ood
sheathing (T-111) and vinyl siding is not allowed.

Roof Design
Roofs should be designed to reduce the apparent exterior mass of a building, add visual
interest, and be appropriate to the architectural style of the building. Architectural
methods such as parapets shall be used to conceal flat rooftops. Mansard style roofs are
discouraged; buildings with visible sloped roofs are also discouraged.
Entrances
Clearly defined, highly visible entrances using features such as canopies, porticos, arcades,
arches and integral planters are highly encouraged.

Building Height
Buildings are encouraged to be 3 stories and/or match the height of existing 3-story
buildings.

Community Amenities
Community amenities such as patio/seating areas, water features, art work or sculpture,
clock towers, pedestrian plazas with park benches, or other features located adjacent to
the primary entrance to the building are highly encouraged.
Fences and Walls
Fences and walls shall be built of durable materials such as masonry, stone, or decorative
metal. Chain link or wood fences are not allowed.
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.{PPLICAIIO\FORCE-RIIFTC.{,I'
OF.{PPROPRL{TENIESS
\oR\\- rL K -{Rcgrrr.iii;
Drs

Application must be
completed in hril ro
ptease
be.ccnsidere,r b)
anach drauirgs or.o*

;l'*::::f

*;;;

T"1

jr{ijirIy.,**fu

,".,hr,

rRrc

r

-{rchitecturar Review Board.
;;;;i;;i qFolslsnase
pr.; aftach
a

.

drawins

*,.##*xi[:],.trffi ,?ffi :Tl*ca,ing
l,lmr:;i*#ilday.r
ffi g;;t;#t#:ff
venue.

drawing to the Mar.or,s
Ofllce ,i':'ilUfrntese-r
Ar enue ar l,

r""l;&1n"",?Til:ri*Hf
the meeting date and
*. *=r."-."r"'"I*0.
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Appiicanti will be advisedof

Name of property:
Address of properfy:

Ormer Information:
Home

pboE

Street AddreG

Work PhonE

Citv, StaG

Architect:

_Th-onE---.Contractor:

-}EolG=

l-

Name of Business(es)
and Owners(s) housed
in property:
Business

NtE

Business Name

Ollner
Business

NEE

Date of Request:

r:q
ewed the Arch i teoural
HIJ:,
r\oru ali Codjfiler-i
Review Board,s rules
ed Ordinances.c trapter
I 57l
and regulations?
{

Is your building on
the National Register
of Historic places?
Scope

ofpioject to include:

.-- awnings
--- slgnage
--- roofing
.-- landscaping

--

painting
parking lot layout
.-- other design issues
---- partial fagade restoration

---

vacant space development
doors, windows, enkances

=-.--- complete fagade restoration
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unell)- e\plain the proprs.-d
ri o:k.

I
Please attach the foliowing
information
Site plan

:

$i:il'"1-;:".T#[:h:"Jffi

lalfi.i"*ff

p*r'i"e'*'u''
,..,,,,. il1:[$T];lffiv''
t:ulldmg
Elevations

jiffi"'ionsorproposedand/orexisting

r"';'*d;;;ififfi*ilf:,T#f"X',:*:.,,*,

Drawings sh.owils the
front, rear, and side erevations
of the proposed structure(s)

H?'.',::,'r',ff#'m:m';#li;"#llili;lX1;.r"r,rri,Irai,!,#.ro*,,doors,
,,^.Il'f
Photographs
Photographs shlyrnS
the proposed building
site and
andti
on' photos strall depict
relationship L adjacent
property.
case of an arteration

properties. rn the
-i,rtil ;;:::,:::,T: i*orfing
etirtirrg"riruJ#s
r

and their

Estimated starting date
ofproject:
Estimated completion
date of project:
Estimated total cost/budget
for project:
Do you have any questions
or concerns?

--.------.--.
The information contained
in this application, together
with the attaghments, is
the best of my knowreoge.
true and correct to
th;I'u-'..rpor,ibre for making
the
with the pr*.

il;#Lk""wleog!

,Hffi:il::,:r,:Honformance
appro var
on

"r," Jl'r1,"#H:T""r:i
.

p

t

*

Archite*ura [.,,i.*
"pp."'"J#in.
b. .; ;il-itt.

""il

Signed:

Application #:
Signed:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

d

and
; th.;;# ;, reviBoard
ew and

I

REQLTST FOR DETER\TI\-ATIO\ OF NEED
FOR

t
I

CERTTTTCATE OF .{PPROPRL.{TE NE
SS

NORWALK ARCHITE CTTT-{L DISTRICT
Name of properff:
Address of properry:

I
I

Date of Request:
Scope of project to include:

_ awnings

I --ru,';

_

landscaping

I

-

Briefly explain

painting

.partial agiae restoration

v acant space development
doors, windows, entrances

complete fagade restoration

-

=im:i:tj1fJJ,
tt. p.opor"o work:

I
I
Signed:

Date:

DETERMINATION BY ZONING OFFICER
Based upon the information provided
above, a certificate of Appropriateness
from the
Architectural Review Boardls
is not
*".a.

--

Signed:

*A copy of this form
will

Date:
be forwarded to the Architectural Review
Board.
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